Williams's new book, *Linking Arms Together: American Indian Treaty Visions of Law and Peace, 1600-1800*, examines the same issue from the side of Native Americans. *Linking Arms Together* begins to answer an important question, how American Indians influenced and interpreted early Indian-white negotiations. Williams demonstrates the leading role that American Indians played in establishing diplomatic traditions. In *Linking Arms Together*, Williams persuasively argues that American Indians' views on treaty negotiations and responsibilities profoundly affected Indian-white relations. He points out that when Europeans first arrived in North America they did not have the power to impose their visions and purposes on the peoples they encountered there. Book Editions for *Linking Arms Together*, 1 results. All matches. Textbooks. *Linking Arms Together*. Subtitle *American Indian Treaty Visions of Law and Peace, 1600-1800*. Edition 1st. Author Eyler, Robert, Williams, Jr., Robert A. Lue "*Linking Arms Together: American Indian Treaty Visions of Law and Peace, 1600-1800*", jonka on kirjoittanut Robert A. Williams, Jr., Saatavilla Rakuten Kobolta. This readable yet sophisticated survey of treaty-making between Native and European Americans before 1800, recovers a deeper understanding of how Indians tried to forge a new society with whites on the multicultural frontiers of North America—an understanding that may enlighten our own task of protecting Native American rights and imagining racial justice. Indians of North America -- Government relations -- History -- Sources, Indians of North America -- Legal status, laws, etc. History -- Sources, Indians of North America -- Treaties. Publisher. New York : Routledge. Collection. inlibrary; printdisabled; trent_university; internetarchivebooks. Digitizing sponsor. Kahle/Austin Foundation. *Linking Arms Together* book. Read reviews from worldâ€™s largest community for readers. Robert Williams attempts to write Indians back into Indian law by de... There was a cohesive "vision" of "law and peace" that facilitated international diplomacy prior to colonization. In encounters with Europeans, tribes drew on this tradition to shape these new relationships. I liked very much the reasons that Williams gave for why studying these traditions is important.